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The ZX Spectrum Ula: How To Design A
Microcomputer (ZX Design Retro Computer)
Thinking Forth applies a philosophy of problem solving and programming style
to the unique programming language Forth. Published first in 1984, it could be
among the timeless classics of computer books, such as Fred Brooks' The
Mythical Man-Month and Donald Knuth's The Art of Computer Programming.
Many software engineering principles discussed here have been rediscovered
in eXtreme Programming, including (re)factoring, modularity, bottom-up and
incremental design. Here you'll find all of those and more, such as the value of
analysis and design, described in Leo Brodie's down-to-earth, humorous style,
with illustrations, code examples, practical real life applications, illustrative
cartoons, and interviews with Forth's inventor, Charles H. Moore as well as
other Forth thinkers.
The technological marvel that facilitated the Apollo missions to the Moon was
the on-board computer. In the 1960s most computers filled an entire room, but
the spacecraft’s computer was required to be compact and low power.
Although people today find it difficult to accept that it was possible to control a
spacecraft using such a ‘primitive’ computer, it nevertheless had capabilities
that are advanced even by today’s standards. This is the first book to fully
describe the Apollo guidance computer’s architecture, instruction format and
programs used by the astronauts. As a comprehensive account, it will span the
disciplines of computer science, electrical and aerospace engineering.
However, it will also be accessible to the ‘space enthusiast’. In short, the
intention is for this to be the definitive account of the Apollo guidance
computer. Frank O’Brien’s interest in the Apollo program began as a serious
amateur historian. About 12 years ago, he began performing research and
writing essays for the Apollo Lunar Surface Journal, and the Apollo Flight
Journal. Much of this work centered on his primary interests, the Apollo
Guidance Computer (AGC) and the Lunar Module. These Journals are
generally considered the canonical online reference on the flights to the Moon.
He was then asked to assist the curatorial staff in the creation of the Cradle of
Aviation Museum, on Long Island, New York, where he helped prepare the
Lunar Module simulator, a LM procedure trainer and an Apollo space suit for
display. He regularly lectures on the Apollo computer and related topics to
diverse groups, from NASA's computer engineering conferences, the
IEEE/ACM, computer festivals and university student groups.
The Atari 2600 was released in 1977, and now there's finally a book about
how to write games for it! You'll learn about the 6502 CPU, NTSC frames,
scanlines, cycle counting, players, missiles, collisions, procedural generation,
pseudo-3D, and more. While using the manual, take advantage of our Webbased IDE to write 6502 assembly code, and see your code run instantly in the
browser. We'll cover the same programming tricks that master programmers
used to make classic games. Create your own graphics and sound, and share
your games with friends!
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Reflections on the History of Computers in Education
The Complete Spectrum ROM Disassembly
How to Design a Microcomputer
An Oral History
Practical Stereo Handbook
Speccy Nation
First published in 1982, William Tang's Spectrum Machine Language for the
Absolute Beginner is generally considered to be the best introduction to
8-bit machine code programming ever written. With many great game
writers crediting this as the book that got them started, there still is no
better way to learn the language at the heart of the ZX Spectrum. * * * As
the original publisher Melbourne House wrote: If you are frustrated by the
limitations of BASIC and want to write faster, more powerful, space-saving
programs or subroutines, Spectrum Machine Language for the Absolute
Beginner is the book for you. Even with no previous experience of computer
languages, you will be able to discover the ease and power of the
Spectrum's own language. Each chapter includes specific examples of
machine language applications which can be demonstrated and used on
your Spectrum as well as a self-test questionnaire. At the end of the book,
all this is brought together in an entire machine language program - from
design right through to the complete listing of an exciting, original arcade
game. * * * Acorn Books is proud to present its Retro Reproduction Series, a
collection of classic computing works from the 1980s and 90s, lovingly
reproduced in the 21st century. From standards of programming reference
no self-respecting microcomputer programmer would be without, to
obscure works not found in print anywhere else, these modern reprints are
perfect for any connoisseur of retro computing.
The ZX Spectrum was created as a computer for the masses rather than the
classes. A follow-up to the hugely successful Sinclair ZX81, the Speccy - as
it affectionately became known - was advertised as the first colour
computer that could be bought for under £100. Thanks to its affordable
price, wide range of software, easy to learn BASIC language and simple setup, the Spectrum went on to become the best-selling computer in the UK
and revolutionised the country's games industry. This book takes you
through the history of the much-loved platform, sampling a varied crosssection of the many thousands of games from the very first releases to
modern retro classics and even previously unreleased prototypes. Each
entry features a screenshot, review and publishing information, along with
the author's personal rating for the title. With ten entries for each letter of
the alphabet, this is not supposed to be a list of the best or the worst
games; neither is it a complete guide to all that's available. It is simply a
meandering journey through well over thirty years of home computing
history, designed to interest both the dedicated fan and the casual reader.
A Compendium of ZX Spectrum Games is a celebration of Sir Clive's wonder
machine, filled with nostalgic memories, new opinions, interesting stories
and so much more!
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An image-driven chronological look at the PC, from the 1970s to present
day, is supplemented with critical industry milestones, screenshots of the
original software designed for the original machine, and social and cultural
anecdotes from PC creators.
HOME COMPUTERS
The Apollo Guidance Computer
How Teenagers and Amateurs in Communist Czechoslovakia Claimed the
Medium of Computer Games
A Tribute to the Golden Age of British Gaming
Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX81

Creating the Sinclair ZX Spectrum Vega describes how the four founders of
Retro Computers came together to create a unique games console: the Sinclair
ZX Spectrum Vega. Sir Clive Sinclair, the world famous inventor, caused a
technological revolution in the early 1980s when he launched the ZX Spectrum,
a low-cost colour home computer that found its way into millions of households
throughout the UK, Spain, Russia and many other countries across the world.
The Spectrum proved so successful that more than twenty thousand games,
utilities and educational titles were written for it, many of which are
remembered fondly to this very day. When the Retro Computers team released
the Vega, a modern interpretation of that original ZX Spectrum, one thousand of
these much-loved games were pre-loaded on the console; obtaining the rights to
these is just one part of the fascinating story that this book tells: the genesis,
conception and development of the Sinclair ZX Spectrum Vega.
This book is a collection of refereed invited papers on the history of computing
in education from the 1970s to the mid-1990s presenting a social history of the
introduction and early use of computers in schools. The 30 papers deal with the
introduction of computer in schools in many countries around the world:
Norway, South Africa, UK, Canada, Australia, USA, Finland, Chile, The
Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Ireland, Israel and Poland. The authors are not
professional historians but rather people who as teachers, students or
researchers were involved in this history and they narrate their experiences
from a personal perspective offering fascinating stories.
How amateur programmers in 1980s Czechoslovakia discovered games as a
medium, using them not only for entertainment but also as a means of selfexpression. Aside from the exceptional history of Tetris, very little is known
about gaming culture behind the Iron Curtain. But despite the scarcity of home
computers and the absence of hardware and software markets, Czechoslovakia
hosted a remarkably active DIY microcomputer scene in the 1980s, producing
more than two hundred games that were by turns creative, inventive, and
politically subversive. In Gaming the Iron Curtain, Jaroslav Švelch offers the first
social history of gaming and game design in 1980s Czechoslovakia, and the first
book-length treatment of computer gaming in any country of the Soviet bloc.
Švelch describes how amateur programmers
in 1980s Czechoslovakia
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discovered games as a medium, using them not only for entertainment but also
as a means of self-expression. Sheltered in state-supported computer clubs, local
programmers fashioned games into a medium of expression that, unlike
television or the press, was neither regulated nor censored. In the final years of
Communist rule, Czechoslovak programmers were among the first in the world
to make activist games about current political events, anticipating trends
observed decades later in independent or experimental titles. Drawing from
extensive interviews as well as political, economic, and social history, Gaming
the Iron Curtain tells a compelling tale of gaming the system, introducing us to
individuals who used their ingenuity to be active, be creative, and be heard.
Code the Classics Volume 1
An 80s Adventure with ZX Spectrum, Commodore 64 and More
100 Icons that Defined a Digital Generation
The Micro Kids
ZX Spectrum Games Code Club
Master Your ZX Microdrive
How did computers invade the homes and cultural life of 1980s Britain? Remember the
ZX Spectrum? Ever have a go at programming with its stretchy rubber keys? How about
the BBC Micro, Acorn Electron, or Commodore 64? Did you marvel at the immense
galaxies of Elite, master digital kung-fu in Way of the Exploding Fist or lose yourself in
the surreal caverns of Manic Miner? For anyone who was a kid in the 1980s, these
iconic computer brands are the stuff of legend. In Electronic Dreams, Tom Lean tells the
story of how computers invaded British homes for the first time, as people set aside
their worries of electronic brains and Big Brother and embraced the wonder-technology
of the 1980s. This book charts the history of the rise and fall of the home computer, the
family of futuristic and quirky machines that took computing from the realm of science
and science fiction to being a user-friendly domestic technology. It is a tale of
unexpected consequences, when the machines that parents bought to help their kids
with homework ended up giving birth to the video games industry, and of unrealised
ambitions, like the ahead-of-its-time Prestel network that first put the British home
online but failed to change the world. Ultimately, it's the story of the people who made
the boom happen, the inventors and entrepreneurs like Clive Sinclair and Alan Sugar
seeking new markets, bedroom programmers and computer hackers, and the millions of
everyday folk who bought in to the electronic dream and let the computer into their
lives.
This book takes the reader through the design and implementation of the Sinclair ZX
Spectrum's custom chip, revealing for the first time the decisions behind its design and
its hidden secrets. By using it as case study, the techniques required to design an 8-bit
microcomputer are explained, along with comprehensive details of the Ferranti ULA
manufacturing process. If you have ever wanted to design your own computer or
wondered what was behind the most successful microcomputer of the 1980s, then this
is the book for you. For the first time, the inner working of the Sinclair ZX Spectrum's
custom chip and heart of the computer, the Ferranti ULA, is exposed in minute detail.
Packed with over 140 illustrations and circuit diagrams, this book takes the reader
through the cutting edge technology that was the Ferranti ULA and the design of the ZX
Spectrum home computer, illustrating the principles and techniques involved in
creating a cost effective computer that required nothing more than a television set and a
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cassette recorder. The ZX Spectrum ULA is an essential read for the electronics
hobbyist, student or electronic engineer wishing to design their own retro-style
microcomputer or anyone with an interest in historical micro-electronic and digital
design. All topics are explained in simple yet precise terms, building on their careful
introduction towards the full functionality presented by the Sinclair computer. Some of
the topics covered are: The architecture of the standard microcomputer, Ferranti and
their ULA, manufacturing process and structure, The functional layout of the ZX
Spectrum ULA, Video display generation, Memory contention and timing, ZX Spectrum
design bugs such as "The Snow Effect," Hidden features, ULA version differences.
This book is ideal for ZX Spectrum fans and beginner coders of any age that want to
learn or practice building simple games. Contains 20 games specifically created for this
book, from Arcade classics to more wacky game ideas. No special equipment needed!
Works on... Windows Mac Original ZX Spectrum Recreated ZX Spectrum Internet
Browsers: Chrome / FF etc Linux Raspberry Pi Ideal for Retro Computing fans that want
to dust off their ZX Spectrum or an emulator and type in some code, 'old school'. In one
sitting type in a game, play it and then we will go through it. The book does not go over
every single line of code, but rather summarises key components and newer sections
for each game. This keeps the process fun and engaging. An interactive learning book
intended for all ages and is also useful for Code Clubs. So type in a game and have
some fun! Includes: ZX Breakout, MiniPong, Astral Invaders, Battleship War, Flappy
Bird, Takeaway Ted and many more...
The Complete Timex TS1000/Sinclair ZX81 ROM Disassembly
Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX Spectrum
Early Use of Computers and Teaching about Computing in Schools
A Compendium of ZX Spectrum Games - Volume One
The Computers That Made Britain
The Sinclair Story

An important new approach to the study of laboratories, presenting a practical method for
understanding labs in all walks of life From the "Big Science" of Bell Laboratories to the
esoteric world of séance chambers to university media labs to neighborhood
makerspaces, places we call "labs" are everywhere--but how exactly do we account for
the wide variety of ways that they produce knowledge? More than imitations of science
and engineering labs, many contemporary labs are hybrid forms that require a new
methodological and theoretical toolkit to describe. The Lab Book investigates these vital,
creative spaces, presenting readers with the concept of the "hybrid lab" and offering an
extended--and rare--critical investigation of how labs have proliferated throughout culture.
Organized by interpretive categories such as space, infrastructure, and imaginaries, The
Lab Book uses both historical and contemporary examples to show how laboratories have
become fundamentally connected to changes in the contemporary university. Its wide
reach includes institutions like the MIT Media Lab, the Tuskegee Institute's Jesup Wagon,
ACTLab, and the Media Archaeological Fundus. The authors cover topics such as the
evolution and delineation of lab-based communities, how labs' tools and technologies
contribute to defining their space, and a glossary of key hybrid lab techniques. Providing
rich historical breadth and depth, The Lab Book brings into focus a critical, but often
misunderstood, aspect of the contemporary arts and humanities.
Back into the Storm: A Design Engineer's Story of Commodore Computers in the 1980s
brings you on a journey recounting the experiences of working at Commodore Business
Machines from 1983 to 1986, as seen through the eyes of a young hardware engineer, Bil
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Herd. Herd was the lead design engineer for the TED series of home computers which
included the Plus/4 and C16. He was also the lead designer for the versatile C128 that
sold in the millions and was known fondly as the last of the 8-bit computers. In this book,
Bil tells the inside stories that he and his extraordinary team, called "the Animals," lived
through at Commodore. These were years when the home computer wars were at their
height, technology moved ahead at a fast pace, and Commodore was at its pinnacle. The
best-selling computer of all time, the Commodore C64, was in full swing and had blown
past the sales numbers of its competitors, such as Apple, Tandy, Atari, and Sinclair, to
name a few, in the home computer market. Commodore's founder, Jack Tramiel, was the
head of the company when Bil began working there. This book describes with intricate
detail how Herd and his team designed and built the computers that they were charged
with creating for Commodore. It brings you through the design cycles of the computers
that Herd headed up, categorized in the book in three stages--early, middle, and
late--starting with the TED series of computers that he inherited in his first week at
Commodore. The TEDs are known mostly as the Plus/4 and C16 computers, but there
were other models that were designed, such as the C364 with a first-of-its-kind desktop
interface that actually spoke, but which never made it into production. The TED series
was followed by the Commodore C128, which was Herd and the Animals' invention from
start to finish, and amazingly had an unheard of three operating systems. This was a high
pressure time, a unique time in computer history, when a handful of (mostly) young
individuals could craft a computer using the resources of one of the largest computer
manufacturers at the time at their disposal, and yet there were no design committees nor
management oversight groups to get in the way of true progress. As corny as it sounds
(and it does sound corny), they designed from their hearts and for the five-month period
that it took to get a computer from paper to the Consumer Electronics Show (the Super
Bowl for the computer industry), they lived, breathed, and ate everything dealing with how
to get their computers done. They added features that they thought were good ideas and
did their best to dodge the bad ideas from middle management that were thrust in their
direction. They had that cockiness that came from knowing that they would outlive these
bosses in the Commodore corporate culture, if they were successful, and providing they
survived the highwire, design cycle themselves. They worked hard, they played hard.
Come for an insider's ride with Bil Herd and the Animals in this fun adventure!
Here is the definitive book for the Commodore owner. A complete and comprehensive
guide to make you total master of your Commodore 64. Commodore 64 Exposed is an
encyclopedia of solutions from Basic programming through to machine language, and
includes vital tables of memory locations and system variables.
Logik, Informationstheorie
Understanding Your ZX81 ROM
Programs, Machine Code and Networking
Situated Practices in Media Studies
The ZX Programmers' Companion
The Lab Book
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
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no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The ZX Spectrum ULAHow to Design a Microcomputer
It is November 1983 and young Billy Twist and his friends are about to
discover the exciting new world of microcomputers and gaming. A nostalgic
story of ZX Spectrum, Commodore 64, Amstrad and Atari micros. Billy and
his friends start on their journey but run into some obstacles as they try to
setup a computer video gaming club.
Architecture and Operation
The Deconstruction of a Myth
Sinclair ZX Spectrum: A Visual Compendium
Spectrum Machine Language for the Absolute Beginner
The ZX Spectrum ULA
Back Into the Storm

Der erste Band des auf vier Teile angelegten Lehrbuchs Medientechnisches
Wissen führt in die Themen Logik, Informations- und Speichertheorie für
Medienwissenschaftler ein. Ziel ist es, Studenten und Dozenten der
Medienwissenschaften ein Lehrwerk in die Hand zu geben, in welchem die
technischen Grundlagen und Funktionsweisen von Medienapparaten und
-prozessen kleinschrittig vermittelt werden. Voraussetzung hierfür ist lediglich das
Abiturwissen der betreffenden F cher. Mithilfe der Kenntnis von Formal-, Naturund Ingenieurswissenschaften wird es m glich, medienwissenschaftliche Fragen
zur sthetik, Wirkung und anderen Feldern an die Funktionsweisen und
Epistemologien medientechnischer Prozesse zu koppeln – eine Kompetenz, die
für Geistes- und Kulturwissenschaftler unerl sslich wird. Der erste Teil des
Bandes stellt die Logik der Medien vor und vermittelt dabei die Analyse und
Synthese von logischen Prozessen. Im zweiten Kapitel über Informations- und
Speichertheorie wird die Frage, was Information (aus kybernetischtechnischer
Perspektive) ist, mit einer neu entwickelten Systematik beantwortet und mit der
Informationsspeicherung verschr nkt. Band 2 wird die Fachgebiete Informatik
und Kybernetik für Medienwissenschaftler aufbereiten und eine Einführung in die
Computerprogrammierung geben. Im Band 3 werden die Mathematik, Physik und
Chemie der Medien vorgestellt. Band 4 schlie t das Werk mit Einführungen in die
Arch ologie, die Elektronik und den Selbstbau eines Computers ab. Stefan
H ltgen (Hrsg.) ist wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter an der Medienwissenschaft der
HU Berlin und promoviert zur Arch ologie früher Mikrocomputer und in der
Informatik. Von ihm sind Publikationen zur Computerarch ologie, Geschichte und
Theorie der digitalen Medien erschienen. Horst V lz ist Physiker und ab 1969
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Gründungsdirektor des Zentralinstitutes für Kybernetik und Informationsprozesse.
Er lehrte an der FU sowie an der TU Berlin Physik und Elektrotechnik. Heute ist
er Dozent für Medienwissenschaft an der HU Berlin.
A tribute to the ZX Spectrum and the golden age of British gaming from veteran
games journalist Dan Whitehead. Witty write-ups on fifty classic games that
helped define the ZX Spectrum.
Explains How to Design & Write Specific Application Programs on the TimexSinclair
The Sinclair ZX Spectrum
Twenty Fun Games to Code and Learn
Electronic Dreams
The Evolution and Design of the Personal Computer
Creating the Sinclair ZX Spectrum Vega
Early Home Computers
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